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Abstract
In semi-supervised learning, information from un-
labeled examples is used to improve the model
learned from labeled examples. But in some learn-
ing problems, partial label information can be in-
ferred from otherwise unlabeled examples and
used to further improve the model. In particular,
partial label information exists when subsets of
training examples are known to have the same
label, even though the label itself is missing. By
encouraging a model to give the same label to all
such examples, we can potentially improve its per-
formance. We call this encouragement Nullspace
Tuning because the difference vector between any
pair of examples with the same label should lie
in the nullspace of a linear model. In this paper,
we investigate the benefit of using partial label
information using a careful comparison frame-
work over well-characterized public datasets. We
show that the additional information provided by
partial labels reduces test error over good semi-
supervised methods usually by a factor of 2, up
to a factor of 5.5 in the best case. We also show
that adding Nullspace Tuning to the newer and
state-of-the-art MixMatch method decreases its
test error by up to a factor of 1.8.
1. Introduction
Semi-supervised learning methods attempt to improve a
model learned from labeled examples by using information
extracted from unlabeled examples (Chapelle et al., 2006;
Zhu et al., 2003; Verma et al., 2019). One effective ap-
proach is to use some form of data augmentation, in which
a new example is created by transforming an unlabeled ex-
ample (Cubuk et al., 2019; Berthelot et al., 2019), and then
encouraging the model to predict the same label for both.
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In some learning problems, we already know that some
unlabeled examples have the same label, even though that
label is missing. For example, we may know that multiple
photos are of the same object because of the way the photos
were acquired, despite not having a label for that object. In
the medical domain, repeated imaging of the same patient
is common (Yankelevitz et al., 1999; Freeborough & Fox,
1997; Dirix et al., 2009), and if the learning task is to predict
something that does not change over time (or at least not
over the short time between images), then we know that the
repeated images have the same label. We call this knowl-
edge partial label information, and distinguish it from the
standard semi-supervised assumption that there is no label
information at all for the unlabeled examples.
In prior work, Nath (2018) used partial label information to
predict fiber orientation distributions in magnetic resonance
imaging, and Huo (2019) used it for coronary artery cal-
cium detection in non-contrast computed tomography scans.
But there has been no careful investigation of how much
the partial label information can add to a model’s perfor-
mance. In this paper, we evaluate the performance benefit of
partial labels using the rigorous, standardized approach de-
scribed by Oliver (2018), which is designed to realistically
assess the relative performance of semi-supervised learning
approaches.
In this work, we use the term equivalence class to indicate a
subset of unlabeled examples for which the label is known
to be the same. An equivalence class need not contain all of
the examples with the same label. Formally, an equivalence
class Q of examples x in a data subset D under a true but
unknown labeling function f is defined as:
Q = {x ∈ D|f(x) = c}, (1)
where c is a constant. If we know that a particular pair
x1, x2 ∈ Q, we express this as x1 ∼ x2.
If the labeling function f is a linear operator, then the differ-
ence between any two examples in Q lies in the nullspace
of f :
f(x1) = f(x2) ⇐⇒ f(x1 − x2) = 0. (2)
Because the term nullspace is so evocative, we abuse it here
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Figure 1. With two unlabeled images in a equivalency class in the class ”Horse” from the CIFAR-10 dataset, NST constrains the network
by adding a loss term which penalizes differences in the resulting probability distributions.
to conceptually refer to comparisons between elements of
the sets defined by (1), even though for a nonlinear function
f the relationship (2) does not hold.
We can use our knowledge of the natural equivalence classes
in a dataset to help tune a model using a procedure that
we call Nullspace Tuning, in which the model is encour-
aged to label examples x1 and x2 the same when x1 ∼ x2.
Nullspace tuning is easily implemented by adding a term to
the loss function to penalize the difference in label probabil-
ities h(x1)− h(x2) assigned by the current model h when
x1 ∼ x2. (Figure 1).
Nullspace Tuning is related to the idea of Data Augmenta-
tion (see Section 2.1 below). Data Augmentation is used
when we know specific transformations that should not
affect the label, and we create new training examples by
transforming existing examples and keeping the label con-
stant, whether that label is known or unknown. This im-
plicitly places those transformations into the architecture’s
nullspace. In contrast, Nullspace Tuning explicitly places
naturally occurring but unknown transformations into the
nullspace when nature provides examples of them by way
of partial labels. Of course, the two approaches can be used
together, which we also demonstrate in this paper.
2. Related Work
Data augmentation, semi-supervised learning, and dual and
triplet networks are existing learning approaches that are
closely related to Nullspace Tuning, and there is a large lit-
erature for each. Thorough reviews are available elsewhere
(Perez & Wang, 2017; Zhu & Goldberg, 2009; Zhu, 2005;
Kumar et al., 2016). In this section we discuss specific
work that is most closely related, and work that we use as
experimental baselines.
2.1. Data Augmentation
Data Augmentation artificially expands a training dataset
by modifying examples using transformations that are be-
lieved not to affect the label. Image deformations and ad-
ditive noise are common examples of such transformations
(Cires¸an et al., 2010; Cubuk et al., 2019; Simard et al., 2003).
The most effective data augmentations may be specific to
the learning task or dataset and driven by domain knowl-
edge. Elastic distortions, scale, translation, and rotation are
used in the majority of top performing MNIST models (Wan
et al., 2013; Sato et al., 2015; Simard et al., 2003; Ciregan
et al., 2012). Random cropping, mirroring, and color shift-
ing are often used to augment natural images (Krizhevsky
et al., 2012). Recent work automatically selects effective
data augmentation policies from a search space of image
processing functions (Cubuk et al., 2019).
2.2. Equivalence Classes in Labeled Data
An idea similar to Nullspace Tuning was used by Brom-
ley (1994) in fully supervised learning, where x1 ∼ x2 is
known because their labels are observed. They used this fact
to improve a signature verification model by minimizing
distance between different signatures from the same person,
essentially tuning the nullspace of the network with labeled
equivalence classes. This idea later inspired triplet networks
(Schroff et al., 2015) that learn from tuples (x, x+, x−),
where x ∼ x+ and x  x−, and the predicted probabilities
are encouraged in the loss function to be respectively near
or far. There are also multiple works that indicate usage of
Siamese networks for person re-identification (McLaugh-
lin et al., 2016; Chung et al., 2017; Varior et al., 2016).
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Nullspace Tuning extends these ideas to the case where the
labels are missing but still known to be the same.
2.3. Semi-supervised Learning
Recent approaches to Semi-supervised Learning add to the
loss function a term computed over unlabeled data that
encourages the model to generalize more effectively. There
are many examples of this, but we describe those here that
we use for comparison in our experiments.
Π-Model encourages consistency between multiple predic-
tions of the same example under the perturbations of data
augmentation or dropout. The loss term penalizes the dis-
tance between the model’s prediction of two perturbations of
the same sample (Laine & Aila, 2016; Sajjadi et al., 2016).
Mean Teacher builds on Π-Model by stabilizing the target
for unlabeled samples. The target for unlabeled samples
is generated from a teacher model using the exponential
moving average of the student model’s weights. This allows
information to be aggregated after every step rather than
after every epoch (Tarvainen & Valpola, 2017).
Virtual Adversarial Training (VAT) approximates a tiny per-
turbation which, if added to unlabeled sample x, would
most significantly change the resulting prediction without
altering the underlying class (Miyato et al., 2018). VAT can
be used in place of or in addition to data augmentation, and
is not domain specific.
Pseudo-labeling uses the prediction function to repeatedly
update the class probabilities for an unlabeled sample during
training. Probabilities that are higher than some selected
threshold are treated as targets in the loss function, but
typically the unlabeled portion of the loss is regulated by
another hyperparameter (Lee, 2013).
MixUp creates augmented data by forming linear interpola-
tions between examples. If the two source examples have
different labels, the new label is also an interpolation of the
two (Zhang et al., 2017).
MixMatch was developed by taking key aspects of domi-
nant semi-supervised methods and incorporating them in to
a single algorithm. The key steps are augmenting all exam-
ples, guessing low-entropy labels for unlabeled data, and
then applying MixUp to provide more interpolated examples
between labeled, unlabeled, and augmeted data (using the
guessed labels for unlabeled data) (Berthelot et al., 2019).
3. Methods
This section describes the method of Nullspace Tuning using
partial labels. We describe it first as a standalone approach,
and then to illustrate how it can be combined with existing
methods, we describe it in combination with MixMatch.
3.1. Null Space Tuning
Given a set of labeled data {xi, yi} ∈ D and unlabeled data
{x∗i } ∈ D∗ for which some equivalence classes are known,
we perform Nullspace Tuning by adding to a standard loss
function Ls a penalty on the difference in the predicted
probabilities for pairs of elements of D∗. So the new loss
function L becomes
L = Ls(h(xi), yi) + λ||h(x∗j )− h(x∗k)||22 (3)
where h is the vector-valued prediction function of the
model, λ is a hyperparameter weighting the contribution of
the nullspace loss term, and x∗j ∼ x∗k is known. Note that
x∗j and x
∗
k have no required relationship to the labeled xi,
and randomization of the choice in unlabeled pairs could
be a source of further data augmentation. In our first exper-
iment, we use cross entropy as the standard loss function
component Ls.
3.2. MixMatchNST
In our second experiment, we modify the MixMatch loss
function with a Nullspace Tuning term, and denote this
model MixMatchNST. In brief, MixMatch assigns a guessed
label q to each unlabeled example x∗ by averaging the
model’s predicted class distributions across K augmenta-
tions of x∗. Temperature sharpening is then applied to the
probability distribution of guessed labels to lower the en-
tropy of those predictions for each example(Goodfellow
et al., 2016). Mixup (Zhang et al., 2017) is then applied
to the labeled data {xi, yi} and unlabeled data {x∗j , qj} to
produce interpolated data {x˜i, y˜i} and {x˜∗j , q˜j}. Mixup is
parameterized by α, which controls how far the interpolated
examples may fall from the original examples. Weight de-
cay is used during training to prevent overfitting (Loshchilov
& Hutter, 2018)(Zhang et al., 2018).
With the addition of Nullspace Tuning, the loss function for
MixMatchNST becomes a combination of terms: the loss
term LX for labeled data, which in this case is the cross-
entropy loss Ls, the MixMatch loss term LU for unlabeled
data and guessed labels, and the Nullspace Tuning loss term
LE :
LX = Ls(h(x˜i), y˜i) (4)
LU = ||h(x˜∗j )− q˜j)||22 (5)
LE = ||qj − qk||22 (6)
L = LX + λULU + λELE (7)
where λU and λE are hyperparameters controlling the bal-
ance of terms, and x∗k is chosen so that x
∗
j ∼ x∗k . The added
Nullspace Tuning term (6) is calculated between the guessed
labels qj and qk before the MixUp step, whereas the Mix-
Match terms (4) and (5) are calculated using interpolated,
post-MixUp examples, as usual.
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Figure 2. To investigate the impact of Nullspace Tuning on the feature space, we visualize extracted feature maps for both MixMatch and
MixMatchNST models. The convolutional operations in the Wide ResNet-28 model are bordered in red where we choose to extract the
feature maps for all test images in CIFAR-10 for each chosen model.
Figure 3. The added partial label information results in a substantial improvement in performance over baseline methods. This is shown in
a percent test error and standard deviation (shaded region) comparison of Nullspace Tuning to baseline methods on CIFAR-10 (left) and
SVHN (right) for a varied number of labeled data between 250 and 8000. The most significant improvement between Nullspace Tuning
and the next best performing method (VAT) occurs in CIFAR-10 at 2000 labeled data.
4. Experiments
We evaluate the benefit of Nullspace Tuning over partial
label information using standard benchmark datasets. We
follow the precedent of simulating randomly unlabeled data
in these datasets, and we likewise simulate partial labels and
their equivalence classes.
4.1. Implementation details
All experiments use a ”Wide ResNet-28” model (Zagoruyko
& Komodakis, 2016), with modifications made to the loss
function as needed to instantiate the various comparison
methods. The training procedure and error reporting fol-
lows Oliver (2018) in experiment 1, and Berthelot (2019) in
experiment 2.
4.1.1. EXPERIMENT 1
In Experiment 1 the simple use of Nullspace Tuning
over partial labels was compared against four good semi-
supervised learning methods, using benchmark datasets
CIFAR-10 (Krizhevsky & Hinton, 2009) and SVHN (Net-
zer et al., 2011), and the comparison framework designed
by Oliver (2018) re-implemented in PyTorch (Paszke et al.,
2017). The comparison methods were Π-Model (Laine &
Aila, 2016)(Sajjadi et al., 2016), Mean Teacher (Tarvainen
& Valpola, 2017), VAT (Miyato et al., 2018), and Pseudo-
Label (Lee, 2013), all using the Oliver framework (Oliver
et al., 2018).
To simulate semi-supervised data, labels were removed from
the majority of training data, leaving a small portion of la-
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Figure 4. The additive performance of Nullspace Tuning on top of
the state-of-the-art MixMatch algorithm is considerable. This is
especially evident at 250 labeled data in CIFAR-10 where error is
reduced by a factor of 1.8. This is shown in a percent test error and
standard deviation (shaded regions) comparison of MixMatchNST
to MixMatch on CIFAR-10 for a varying number of labels.
beled data, the size of which was systematically varied as
part of the experiment. To simulate partial label information,
equivalence classes were computed on the set chosen to be
unlabeled, but before the labels were removed, one equiv-
alence class per unique label value. Performance in these
experiments represents an upper bound on the benefit we
can expect to achieve using Nullspace Tuning over similar
data, because natural partial labels are not always known so
completely.
Test error and standard deviation was computed for labeled
dataset sizes between 250 and 8000, for five randomly
seeded splits each. CIFAR-10 has a total of 50000 examples
of which 5000 are set aside for validation, and SVHN a total
of 73257 of which 7325 are set aside for validation. The
standard test set for each dataset are used to evaluate models.
Hyperparameters for this experiment were set to those used
by Oliver (2018).
4.1.2. EXPERIMENT 2
In Experiment 2 we evaluate the benefit of adding Nullspace
Tuning to an existing powerful semi-supervised learning
approach. MixMatch is a good example for this demonstra-
tion, because aside from being state of the art, it uses several
techniques in combination already, and therefore has a fairly
complex loss function.
Unlabeled and partially labeled examples were computed as
in Experiment 1. For this experiment, we evaluate only on
CIFAR-10, on which MixMatch has previously achieved the
largest error reduction compared to other methods (Berth-
elot et al., 2019). We used the TensorFlow (Abadi et al.,
2016) MixMatch implementation, written by the original
authors (Berthelot et al., 2019), augmenting it to produce
our MixMatchNST algorithm. Test error and standard devi-
ation was computed for labeled dataset sizes between 250
and 4000, with five random splits each.
MixMatch hyperparameters were set at the optimal CIFAR-
10 settings established by Berthelot. For MixMatchNST we
set the Nullspace Tuning weight λE = 1, which generally
works well for most experiments. However, to investigate
whether the addition of the Nullspace Tuning term altered
the loss landscape, we also performed univariate grid search
over the MixUp hyperparameter α and the loss component
weights λE and λU for MixMatchNST. We did not apply a
linear rampup (Tarvainen & Valpola, 2017) to λE as is done
for λU .
To investigate how the network was responding to Nullspace
Tuning, we visualized three layers in the Wide ResNet-28
model (Figure 2) for both MixMatch and MixMatchNST.
The feature maps for the CIFAR-10 test set were extracted
after training with 500 and 2000 labeled examples and then
were reshaped in to a vector for each sample. These flattened
feature maps were then embedded in a 2D manifold fit
with UMAP (McInnes et al., 2018) resulting in a single
coordinate for each sample.
4.2. Results
4.2.1. EXPERIMENT 1
The use of partial labels generally provided a performance
improvement at least as large as the difference between
the best and the worst semi-supervised methods, except at
the smallest labeled set sizes (Figure 3). Surprisingly, the
benefit of partial labels essentially maxes out at the rela-
tively small number of 2000 labeled examples (vs. 43000
unlabeled examples) in CIFAR-10, and at less than 250 ex-
amples (vs. 65682 unlabeled examples) in SVHN, while the
semi-supervised methods continue to improve with more
labeled data.
4.2.2. EXPERIMENT 2
The performance of MixMatch on CIFAR-10 was far better
than any algorithm, including Nullspace Tuning, in Exper-
iment 1 (Figure 3). Despite this impressive gain, perfor-
mance was improved further by including Nullspace Tuning
together with the MixMatch innovations. Doing so reduced
test error by an additional factor of 1.8 on the smallest la-
beled set size, and about 1.3 at the largest set size (Figure
4).
The hyperparameter search shows that the MixMatch loss
landscape was modestly altered with respect to the Mix-
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Figure 5. MixMatchNST models can benefit from hyperparameter tuning at each number of labeled data. The hyperparametr λE shows
the greatest need for this as the optimal value at 2000 labeled data is at least double of that at 500 labeled data and would reduce the
test error by approximately 1.4%. Test errors and standard deviations are reported (shaded regions) at 500 labeled data (top) and 2000
labeled data (bottom) as the hyperparameter space is searched for λE (left), λU (center), and α (right). Red lines indicate the performance
before fine tuning. As one hyperparameter is tuned, the other two are set to the previously used values. The error achieved with the
hyperparameters in Figure 4 is indicated by the red line.
Match hyperparameters α and λU , and small gains could be
had by tuning them further (Figure 5). Tuning our nullspace
weight made a larger relative difference, providing a further
improvement of about 20% at 500 labeled datapoints, and
about 30% at 2000 labeled datapoints, over what is shown
in Figure 4.
Image features from MixMatch models and MixMatchNST
models show that comparable learning happens with fewer
examples with the addition of Nullspace Tuning (Figure 6),
and that this learning occurs deep inside the model, rather
than superficially at a later layer. The clusters in convo-
lutional layers under Nullspace Tuning with 500 labeled
examples look comparable to those for 2000 labeled exam-
ples without it, and the clustering appears slightly clearer
with Nullspace Tuning given the same number of labeled
examples. Differences in the softmax layer are subtler, but
their presence is evident by the overall model performance.
5. Discussion
The main contribution of this work is the systematic demon-
stration that tuning the nullspace of a model using the partial
label information that may reside in unlabeled data can pro-
vide a substantial performance boost compared to treating
them as purely unlabeled data. It is not surprising that
adding new information to a model provides such an im-
provement; our goal with this work was to quantify just how
much improvement one could expect if equivalence classes
were known within the unlabeled data.
This idea is important because identifying or obtaining
equivalence classes within unlabeled data may be cheaper
than obtaining more labels, if standard semi-supervised
methods provide insufficient performance.
The gain from using partial label information is fairly con-
stant over the range of labeled dataset size tested, as long
as a minimum threshold of labeled data is met. This makes
sense from the perspective of tuning the null space of the
model, because most of that tuning can be done with equiv-
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Table 1. CIFAR-10 and SVHN percent classification error is reported here for all methods at 250 and 2000 labeled data. Bolded values
indicate the best performing method for the number of labeled data in the dataset.
METHOD CIFAR-10 ERROR CIFAR-10 ERROR SVHN ERROR SVHN ERROR
250 LABELED DATA 2000 LABELED DATA 250 LABELED DATA 2000 LABELED DATA
Π-MODEL 50.88± 0.94 22.88± 0.30 19.28± 1.58 6.27± 0.39
MEAN TEACHER 50.22± 0.0.39 21.46± 0.49 8.72± 0.33 5.54± 0.30
PSEUDO-LABEL 48.06± 1.24 18.70± 0.38 11.15± 0.55 5.89± 0.22
VAT 45.76± 2.81 16.19± 0.32 7.00± 0.17 5.36± 0.14
NST 42.60± 0.82 9.50± 0.30 3.49± 0.08 3.66± 0.10
MIXMATCH 11.08± 0.72 7.13± 0.13 NA NA
MIXMATCHNST 6.21± 0.06 5.44± 0.05 NA NA
alence classes, but a small amount of labeled data is needed
to anchor what is learned to the correct labels.
Increasing the number of labeled examples beyond the
threshold is essentially trading partial label information for
full label information. The relative value of that information
for a given learning problem is suggested by the slope of the
error curve. For experiment 1, the nearly horizontal slope
suggests that partial information is nearly as good as full
label information. The performance of the architecture on a
fully-labeled dataset was 2.59% error, which reinforces this
idea. The steeper (but still mild) slope found in Experiment
2 suggests a stronger tradeoff, although performance of Mix-
Match on the full 50, 000 examples is 4.2% (Berthelot et al.,
2019), which is fairly close to the 5.5% that we get using
more than 90% partial labels, or even the 6.0% that we get
with 99% partial labels. We conclude that at least in some
cases, partial labels can get us most of the way there.
We can infer something about what the models are learning
from the ordering of model performance: MixMatchNST >
MixMatch > Nullspace Tuning > single data-augmentation
models. Explicitly learning the shape of the nullspace from
partial labels was much more effective than implicitly plac-
ing data transformations into that space by the algorithms
in Experiment 1, although combining those transformations
into MixMatch was more effective still. But the fact that
MixMatchNST performed better than either MixMatch or
Nullspace Tuning alone demonstrates that MixMatch is
learning somewhat different aspects of the nullspace than
that provided by the partial labels.
One strength of this method is its simplicity — it can be
added to nearly any other semi-supervised learning algo-
rithm, as long as we have access to the loss function, and we
can provide appropriate example pairs from an equivalence
class.
This experiment used the largest possible equivalence
classes — one class for each label value. Naturally oc-
curring equivalence classes are likely not to be so large,
especially if they are obtained by repeated observations of
the same object. Our experimental design investigated the
most we could gain from using the partial information in
equivalence classes, but if the classes are smaller and more
numerous, then we might expect that gain to be smaller.
But because the partial labels are given to the algorithm as
example pairs, with no required relationship between those
pairs and the labeled pairs, Nullspace Tuning can still be
used even with equivalence classes as small as two exam-
ples. And if those equivalence classes are well distributed
over the data space, their diminished size may not actually
impact the benefit by much. One could imagine that even
a relatively small number of relatively small equivalence
classes could be rather effective at tuning the null space.
The large number of trained models needed to characterize
how the benefit changes with respect to the size and number
of equivalence classes placed that question out of scope for
this paper, but it will be an interesting direction for future
work.
And of course, not all learning problems have natural equiv-
alence classes embedded in them at all. Benchmark public
datasets tend not to, except in simulations like ours, partly
because information about how they were collected has
been lost. But it may be cheap to instrument data collec-
tion pipelines to record information that does provide this
information. In addition to the medical use cases described
above, where the patient identity is tracked through repeated
observations, unlabeled objects may be tracked through se-
quential video frames, fixed but unlabeled regions may be
identified for multiple passes of a satellite, or the unlabeled
sentiment of all sentences in a paragraph might be consid-
ered to form an equivalence class. We expect that there are
many creative ways to find partial labels in naturally occur-
ring datasets, and when we find them, Nullspace Tuning is
a promising method to exploit them.
Nullspace turning is a flexible approach that is amenable to
real world learning scenarios and promises to enable use of
partial label information that is not accessible with current
standard neural network approaches.
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Figure 6. Nullspace Tuning provides better learning with fewer labeled examples, as evidenced by discernably clearer clusters in a 2D
manifold space learned from the feature maps. In general, MixMatchNST does about as well in the CIFAR-10 test set with 500 labeled
training points (second row) as MixMatch does with 2000 (third row). Each point represents a sample’s feature maps flattened to a single
vector from two convolutional layers (first and second column) and the final softmax layer (third column), embedded in a 2D space
learned with UMAP (McInnes et al., 2018). These are shown for a single fold for MixMatch and MixMatchNST for datasets with 500
(top two rows) and 2000 (bottom two rows) labeled examples. With 500 labeled examples, a cluster is forming at layer 14 for the class
”Airplane” in MixMatchNST, with no clear counterpart in MixMatch. At layer 21, several clusters are slightly clearer, with separation
between Cat and Dog further along. With 2000 labeled examples, both methods are starting to form clusters for Airplane at layer 14, but
MixMatchNST now also has a cluster formed for ”Ship”. At layer 21, several clusters are again slightly clearer for MixMatchNST, with
separation especially evident for ”Frog”.
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